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May 31, 2010
Mr. Dan Wolford, Chairman
Pacific Fishery Management Council
7700NE Ambassador Place, Suite 200
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384
Re:

Reconsideration of Initial Catch Shares in the Mothership and Shoreside
Pacific Whiting Fishery

Dear Chairman Wolford:
Regarding the above matter, Richard Carroll with Ocean Gold Seafoods, Inc., has
provided a statement to the Pacific Fishery Management Council that documents
major changes that have occurred in the Pacific whiting fishery during the past
decade. The focus of the changes described and documented in that statement
address development of new whiting product forms since 2004 which have largely
replaced the troubled surimi product, diversified marketing of the new product
forms both domestically and internationally and the resulting stability and much
improved economics that have occurred in the whiting fishery along the Pacific
West Coast. Another chapter of parallel change has occurred with the catcher
vessels since the early 2000’s.
The development of the whiting HGT (headed, gutted, tail off), minced and fillet
markets and the diversified marketing of these whiting products was not only
favorable to much of the whiting processing industry but also to the catcher vessel
fleet. Faster and more efficient processing of whiting resulted in more and better
markets for catcher vessels. The diversified marketing of HGT product into Eastern
European countries in particular beginning in about 2004 and continuing at present
has played a positive role in stronger demand for whiting, higher product prices and
higher ex-vessel prices for the catcher vessel fleet. During the years of the
domestic whiting fishery prior to 2004, ex-vessel prices for whiting were typically
5-6 cents per pound at the best. By 2007, the fishery was moving more to the
north off the Washington coast, the fishery was extending well into the fall season
with the northerly whiting migration and the ex-vessel prices had increased to
8-8.5 cents per pound. The 2008 fishery saw stronger market demand for whiting
and ex-vessel prices further increased to a range of 12-14 cents per pound

shoreside and remained in the 11-14 cent per pound range through the 2010
season. Ex-vessel whiting prices to mothership markets saw similar price increases
during the past 10-15 years as their production also moved away from surimi and
into HGT, fillets and minced product forms, and benefited from the more diverse
international markets.
The Richard Carroll document addressed the building of the Ocean Gold Seafoods,
Inc., processing plant in Westport, Washington, with a focus on high volume and
efficient whiting processing. In 2003, their plant provided markets to five
commercial whiting trawlers and to one Makah Tribal whiting trawler. Catcher
trawler market opportunities further increased to nine vessels during the 20042005 seasons, 14 catcher trawlers in the 2006-2007 seasons and a peak of 16
catcher trawlers during the 2010 season (Exhibit 1).
The very substantial changes that have occurred in the West Coast whiting fishery
since 2003 have all been a reasonable progression in the building of a more mature
fishery—more efficient processing plants able to handle large volumes of whiting,
more diverse products tailored to world whitefish demands and a mid-water trawl
catcher vessel fleet fishing further north, deeper and later in the fall season with
less salmon and rockfish by-catch.
We all await the PFMC/NMFS analysis which we expect will document the timetable
of changes that have occurred in the harvesting, processing, marketing and
community dependence on the whiting fishery through 2010. We expect the
analysis to report the number of active participants in the fishery over time through
the recent years and West Coast community dependence on the fishery over the
same time period.
Specific to the June 24 and 25, 2012, PFMC agenda item D.7, “Reconsideration of
Initial Catch Shares in the Mothership and Shoreside Pacific Whiting Fisheries”,
plaintiff’s support the inclusion of the recent years through 2010. After having had
a chance to review the PFMC/NMFS analysis, plaintiffs will provide more specific
comments at the public comment session regarding the preliminary preferred
alternative.
Thank you for receiving these comments.
Sincerely,
NATURAL RESOURCES CONSULTANTS, INC.

Steve Hughes
President
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Exhibit 1.

Number of U.S. commercial catcher boats (blue) and Makah Tribal
catcher boats (red) that delivered Pacific whiting to the Ocean Gold
Seafoods, Inc., processing plant in Westport, Washington, 2003-2010.
Catcher Trawlers Operating in the West Coast Whiting Fishery
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